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Pentecost 15C – Luke 14: 1, 7-14 

 I’m sure that most of you here this morning know who Garth Brooks is.  And if you do 

know who Garth Brooks is you likely also know the song, “Friends In Low Places.”  This song 

was released in 1990 and ended up winning more than one award for country single of the year.  

The song, “Friends In Low Places” was played a lot in the early to mid-90’s because it was sung 

by a popular singer at the time and also for the message contained in the words.    

 The chorus to the song goes like this:  “Cause I've got friends in low places, where the 

whiskey drowns  and the beer chases my blues away…..and I'll be okay…..I'm not big on social 

graces, think I'll slip on down to the oasis, oh, I've got friends in low places.”  The words to this 

song carried the typical country persona of the 90’s…..being a bit of a loose cannon…..doing 

whatever you want to do and not having much care for social graces.  Now please don’t get me 

wrong here…..I’m not saying that all of you should chase your blues away with whisky and beer.  

That’s not what I would focus on here.  I’m not sure whether Garth Brooks was aware of it, but 

not being very fond of social graces is an excellent message for us to focus on here.   

 This morning we hear from God’s word a message about social graces.  We hear how 

Jesus notices guests scrambling for the places of honor at a dinner.  Jesus tells them that they 

should go and sit at the lowest place of honor so that they may save themselves from 

embarrassment if the host should ever come and ask them to give their place of honor to 

someone else.  Jesus also tells the host of the dinner to not invite only friends or rich neighbors 

so that he may also may be invited in return, but to invite those who are not important so that he 

may be blessed…..blessed because they cannot repay him.        

 So here we have some advice on social graces…..here we have some etiquette to follow 

so that we can run a dinner party that is more socially acceptable.  But, in and of itself, this kind 
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of advice has no real significance to us as we gather here on the Sabbath……it is just advice on 

proper dinner party procedure.  I don’t think that Jesus had only social graces on his mind that 

day.  What we have here is much, much more than just good advice concerning social graces.  

Let’s look at verse one to see how Luke sets up the scene, “on one occasion when Jesus was 

going to the house of a leader of the Pharisees to eat a meal on the Sabbath, they were watching 

him closely.”             

 The fact that we have a dinner here is a clue that something important is happening.  All 

the way through Luke Jesus very often makes an important pronouncement or has a profound 

experience at a dinner table.  And on this occasion as the Pharisees are watching him closely we 

can almost feel the tension as the dinner guests take their places.  This is supposed to be a 

cordial, friendly gathering, but the mood is instead one of tension and hostility.  The smiles on 

their faces must have been forced and phony that day.  So Luke sets up the story with this 

message, “listen closely, something important is about to take place.”     

 And that ‘something important’ has very much to do with the human need to find a 

secure place.  We all share in that need.  We all long for something secure.  We all have that 

instinct somewhere inside of us that cries out for security…..for something dependable and sure.  

Humans consider it so important in fact that they will go to great lengths to find it.  Whether they 

are aware of it or not that is what they do.  People will climb over those who are supposed to be 

their friends to acquire security.  People will push aside their conscious’ to do something they 

know isn’t right all for the sake of security…..security in their jobs, security in their 

relationships, security in retirement funds, the false security found in the chase for power and 

even the security of their souls.  And just like the guests at the dinner party in our story today, 

they seek security, belonging and power in the form of a chair, but little do they know that they 
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are only as secure as the chair they have chosen.        

 I would like to tell you about Martha.  Martha was an ambitious young corporate 

employee.  Like everyone else she was interested in security…..security of her job and the 

security that a large pay cheque would provide for her.  She worked the hectic job of her 

corporation as a young lady who didn’t have much time for her sisters, her brother or even her 

parents…..telling herself that one day when she had enough security she would make up for lost 

time.  Martha was good at what she did…..she was dedicated, she was committed, she was 

determined and she was successful.          

 Martha climbed the corporate ladder.  It bothered her that she lost friends along the way 

but she told herself that the new friends she now had made up for it.  She was very happy in her 

search for security even though she was a bit guilty for the way she accomplished it.  And so her 

climb up the ladder continued.  She thought to herself, “I figured I would be happy where I am 

once I got here, but I may as well see how high I can go.”  Martha had always been able to 

outperform and outmaneuver all those whom she competed with, but now there was a newer, 

younger lady who had been concerning her lately.         

 Martha made plans to squash this young upstart but this was harder to do than it used to 

be.  This young upstart just wouldn’t go away……she was dedicated, she was committed, she 

was determined and she was successful.  And then came the big awards banquet.  Martha had a 

bad feeling about this banquet.  For three years in a row she was seated at the CEO’s table with 

all of his cohorts and the rest of the important people.  Very early in the morning she entered the 

banquet room which was all laid out…..the tables were set to perfection and the place seemed to 

shine it was so clean and well-manicured.  All alone that morning, before the festivities were to 

begin that evening she approached the CEO’s table with a strange feeling of fear.  When she got 
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to the table she noticed the name cards that were perfectly placed on each dinner plate.  She felt 

something snap inside her when she discovered that the young upstart’s name had replaced hers 

at the most important table.  And there among one of the lowlier tables she found her name.  

 Martha never made it to the awards banquet that evening.  Martha woke up the next 

morning with a large headache and with a large amount of anger fueling her steps she demanded 

to see the CEO.  What she instead discovered was that she had been fired…..severed from the 

only source of security she ever knew.  Martha’s life was never the same again.  She entered into 

a tailspin of events that left her with an addiction, no home, no bank account and nobody that she 

could depend on.            

 Even though we may not have experienced the tragic and drastic change of life that 

Martha endured, we all share a piece of her story.  To some degree, we have all ignored those 

whom God has placed in our paths all for the chasing after of security.  Because of the focus on 

our own lives we have all neglected to show hospitality to strangers and have in the process 

failed to encounter angels as the Hebrews reading tells us.  We have all been fooled by the ways 

of the world which so often tell us that if we just try hard enough, if we are just determined 

enough we can have the security and the belonging that we so badly desire.    

 Martin Luther once said, “let God be God.”  It is not our place to decide who has the 

chairs of honor and who has the lowliest chairs.  To assume that we deserve a high position is to 

stake a claim upon God based on our own merit.  And even though the world screams at Martha, 

and at us, to “go for it”, God is there with his surprising grace saying, “no, we need to act out of 

humility.  We need to take the focus from ourselves and notice the strangers, the lowly ones in 

our midst.”  Then we will be blessed precisely because they cannot repay us.    

 The key is to have our own sense of security and standing with God.  Humility is to 
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recognize that we don’t need to play God…..putting others down to puff ourselves up.  It is to be 

at peace with who we are in God’s eyes…..loved and forgiven.  It is to know that God cherishes 

you, the work of his own hands…..that he loves you unconditionally and cares for you more than 

you could ever comprehend.  Our worth as people is not something we push others aside to grab 

hold of, but rather something God in grace bestows upon us.       

 And so we come to the table of the Lord.  We come to the table as humble 

people…..people who have done things we shouldn’t have…..people who have not done things 

we should have…..people to whom God says, “I love you anyway…..find your security in me.”  

We approach this banquet table, not with fear and trepidation, but with hearts that overflow with 

thankfulness.....thankful that our God chooses to offer us his Son, the Son whose sacrifice makes 

us perfect in the eyes of his Father.         

 It’s not what the world expects, but set there on that table with Jesus the Christ is our 

secure place.  We come to the banquet table with our humble hands stretched forth saying, 

“Lord, I need you.”  In the depths of the waters of our baptisms is the promise of a community 

that will never leave us, and there on that table is food and nourishment that will never run out.  

All of our insecurities are thrown away as our lives and our souls are joined to the lowliest of the 

low, the Crucified One, and together with him we are called up….. “come up here to this place of 

honor…..come here to this banquet table and receive life itself.”  And here at this table we know 

that it does not matter one little bit which chair we choose.  Thanks be to God.  Amen.   

 

 

  


